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Abstract. Attrition prediction research typically focuses on constructing models that involves one observation per employee over a limited time period, while the rest of the employees are discarded. Time-series attributes are transformed to non-time-series ones by applying statistical operations (e.g. sum, max, etc.). Such methods result in information loss and therefore less effective predictions. In this paper, we introduce a dynamic approach to employee attrition prediction, leveraging the longitudinal nature of the data, and allowing the models to generalize across behaviors and providing a closer estimate of the employee risk of leaving.

1 Introduction

Employee attrition is a reality that catches the attention of every business, no matter what they do. One of the most effective ways to tackle this issue is to build a predictive model - based on the wide variety of human resources (HR) data available \cite{1} - to identify employees who are showing an intention to leave voluntarily. These models can vary in how they are built and operated but essentially follow the same principle - take a sample of employees that have already quit the company and use their data to build a model to highlight with an adequate advance who is likely to leave the company in the near future. By identifying the employees at risk and by understanding why employees choose to end their employment with the company, the latter can make improvements to reduce existing attrition problems.

To date, attrition prediction research based on HR data typically focuses on constructing classification models that are trained using only one observation per employee over a limited period of time, and do not consider its variation over time, discarding employees who have left earlier \cite{2, 3, 4}. Historical records that change over time like the employee salary or the grade are transformed into non-time-series ones by applying statistical operations like the sum, the average, or looking at the latest values. Such approaches result in information loss and therefore less effective predictions.

In this paper, we introduce a dynamic method for generating training data from employee records and we use it to predict who is at risk of leaving the company within the next 6 months. By categorizing the employees in different 'buckets of risk' from low risk to high risk, our goal is to identify employees with high attrition risk to prevent them from leaving. A few studies have considered different approaches for attrition prediction. However, to the best of
our knowledge, none of them applies our framework to solve the employee attrition prediction problem. The obtained model for the prediction of employee’s attrition is tested on an anonymized dataset from a real company provided by Panalyt Pte. Ltd. [5], which includes HR information from 1650 terminated employees.

2 Related work

Many researchers have made a lot of efforts to better understand which features (e.g. job satisfaction, compensation, engagement, etc.) are most influential in predicting employee attrition [6, 7], and a lot of studies have tried different approaches to predict voluntary attrition. Particularly, machine learning classification algorithms like decision Trees (DT), random forests (RF), gradient boosting trees (GBT), logistic regression (LR) or support vector machines (SVM) [8].

Yahia et al. (2021) [2] provide an extensive benchmark of different classification techniques. All these methods have in common that they use only one observation per employee selected during a defined period - usually a few months. As an example (Fig. 1), here employees 1, 3, and 4 are still active after the period considered (T2) and they would be labelled as active (0). Employees 2 and 5 are terminated during the period considered, and they joined the organization before the period considered, so the would be labelled as terminated (1). Employee 3 joins the organization during the period considered and is therefore discarded. Anyone else who left the organization before T1 or who joined after T1 is also discarded. For terminated employees, the observation used is the last one before they left the organization. For active employees, the observation used is as of the last month of the period considered (black dots).

The approach above does not consider the variation of the employees’ features over time and is limited for a specific time period, which raises many issue: firstly, many employees are completely discarded of the training datasets. Secondly, for each employee, the information carried in only one observation can simply not contain the time-varying features (e.g. salary over time, grade over time, etc.). Thirdly, the trained models are not able to tell within which time period the employees are at risk to leave (will they leave within 3, 6 months?), which makes it unpractical for organizations to use. Finally, this approach does not consider the seasonality and how different periods of the year affect the risk of attrition.

More studies can be found in the area of customer churn, and as the approach to predict employee attrition is very similar to the case of customer churn [9], it helps us to deduce other methods. Ali et al. [10] show that using multiple training observations per customer from different time periods (Multiple Period Training Data) increases the predictive accuracy of churn models compared with the traditional approach of using only the most recent observation. However, Ali et al. acknowledge that their framework has a few issues. One of them is the potential lack of independence introduced by multiple observations with (almost) no change, resulting in many duplicates and an imbalanced training dataset. Another limitation is that instead of extracting multiple observations
from the whole tenure of the customers, they reduce it to a limited period, which implies that a lot of customers are again discarded.

This paper makes a contribution by proposing a framework that will exploit different observations per employee, making use of the longitudinal nature of the data, without the negative effects of the methods described above.

3 Method

We define Employees at risk a discrete variable as follows. Records where the value number of months before the termination date is smaller than 6 are labelled as 1 (at risk), and records where the value number of months before the termination date is greater than 6 are labelled as 0 (not at risk).

\[
\text{Employees at risk} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \# \text{ months before the termination date} \leq 6 \\
0 & \text{if } \# \text{ months before the termination date} > 6 
\end{cases}
\]

One of the issues with the above labelling is that employees with a long tenure in the company can have many times more records compared to others. Another issue is that it usually takes at least a few months to see a noticeable change in the employee records, which makes the records very redundant and the dataset imbalanced. Thus, we use a sampling method to tackle those issues and we will compare the performance of the model using our sampling method and using only one observation per employee. For the records labelled as 0 (not at risk) and for each employee, we keep up to 4 equidistant records between the earliest record and T-6, with a minimum distance of 3 months between the records. For the records labelled as 1 (at risk), we keep up to 3 records: 2, 4, and 6 months before the termination date (T−2, T−4 and T−6). We need to keep different records for the model to be able to capture any change at different stages of the employees’ employment in the company. Figure 2 helps us to visualize how the sampling works. The black dots represent the observations labelled as at risk, and the white dots represent the observation when the employees are not at risk.

Fig. 1: Method using one observation per employee

Fig. 2: Method using multiple observations per employee

Regarding the model, Ajit et al. [4] shows that to predict attrition, the XGBoost classifier performs better compared to Logistic Regression, Random Forest, KNN and others. XGBoost is capable of handling the noise and the null
values of the dataset as compared to the other classifiers, overcoming important challenges [11]. In light of these reasons, we will train our model using XGBoost.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

For our experiment, we use an anonymized dataset provided by Panalyt Pte. Ltd. [5]. The dataset contains monthly records of 1650 permanent employees, from their start date to their termination date. As the probation period is too unpredictable (many people leave during their onboarding because there is simply no good fit), we decide to exclude the first 3 records of each employee. The resulting dataset (that we name D1) contains data from 1650 employees that have already left the company, with a total of 56464 monthly records from 4 months after their start date to their termination date.

For the purpose of our study, the dataset is reduced to 15 attributes: employee id (unique identifier of the employee), effective date (date of the record), start date (date on which the employee started), termination date (date on which the employee left), tenure (time since the employee joined the organization), month of starting date (month when the employee joined), month of the observation (month of the record), salary (current salary of the employee), time since last salary (number of months since no salary increase), grade (current grade of the employee), time since last grade (number of months since no grade increase), median salary (median salary of the employee’s team), gender (gender of the employee), age (age of the employee), months before the termination date (number of months between the effective date and the termination date).

The features number of months since no salary increase and number of months since no grade increase are created using the historical records. The reduced dataset (named D2) contains 8755 records, from which 4948 are labelled ‘at risk’ and 3807 ‘not at risk’. 3338 out of 8755 records contains missing values, which is very common in HR dataset, and XGBoost is particularly convenient as it can handle missing values. To train the model, we exclude the variables employee id, effective date, start date, termination date and months before the termination date. The training dataset contains 3 types of variable:

- Static variables that never change: gender, month of starting date
- Dynamic variables that can change overtime: age, tenure, salary, etc.
- Lags: time since last salary, time since last grade

Dynamic variables and lags are particularly useful to organizations as it can tell them what to do to keep an employees at risk of leaving. For instance, if a manager knows that an employee is at risk of leaving mainly because he/she hasn’t been promoted for a long time, the manager can take action.

4.2 Results

We apply a 10-fold cross-validation to provide a robust estimate of the performance of our model (Table 1). To avoid any data leakage, we make sure that
different records from the same employee are not used in the training datasets AND the testing datasets. Apart from the accuracy, all the other metrics are higher for the reduced dataset (D2). With a recall of 0.2, the model trained on D1 fails to identify the employees at risk compared to the model trained on D2.

Table 1: Model results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy (std)</th>
<th>Precision (std)</th>
<th>Recall (std)</th>
<th>AUC (std)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.83 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.72 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we pay attention to the model trained on D2 and the distribution of the probabilities (Fig. 3), we see that the model’s predictions seem very accurate when the probabilities are smaller than 0.20 and greater than 0.80. When we take a closer look to the proportion of correct predictions for different probabilities (Fig. 4), we see that the higher the probability, the more confident the model is that an employee is at risk of attrition - it reaches 96.2% of accuracy when the probabilities are greater than 0.9. On the other hand, the lower the probability, the more confident the model is that an employee is not at risk. The model is less accurate when the probabilities are between 0.4 and 0.6, which makes sense.

We propose to have different ‘buckets of risk’ depending on the probabilities: very low Risk ([0,0.2)), low risk ([0.2,0.4)), intermediate risk ([0.4,0.6)), high risk ([0.6,0.8)) and very high risk ([0.8,1]). Using this classification can help organizations to highlight where to focus their attention.

Another question that we asked ourselves is how does the model perform for the records at T-2, T-4 and T-6? This time, we trained the model on 80% of the dataset and we kept track of which record were at T-6, at T-4, and at T-2 to see the distribution of the probabilities returned for these records (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3: Distribution of the predictions by class

Fig. 4: Performance of the model for different probability buckets

Fig. 5: Performance of the model at T-6, at T-4, and T-6
With an average score of 0.64 at T-6, 0.68 at T-4 and 0.72 at T-2, we notice that as expected, the closest we are to the termination date, the more confident the model is that the employee is at risk of leaving.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an effective approach that takes advantage of the longitudinal nature of the data to solve the employee attrition prediction problem. Our sampling method reduced the dataset and we demonstrated that the model performs significantly better after sampling. We also showed that on average, the risk score gets higher and higher during the last 6 months before an employee leaves. Finally, using the probabilities returned by the model, we proposed a bucketization method to highlight different risk profiles for different employees. Further research would allow us to explore other methods of sampling, looking at the impact of training the data with more or less records. Another research could be to study more deeply the probabilities returned by the model and if, for each employee, a trend could be identified.
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